FORTE A55 is Argon Audios First Floor Standing
Active Stereo Speakers
peakers
- Delivering value for money in a new category

Today Argon Audio launched their most ambitious speakers
speaker to date, the active FORTE A55. Based upon the popular
design of its smaller siblings, the compact FORTE A4 and A5, this new speaker is Argon Audios first floor standing
active speaker design. Thanks to advanced technology and new custom designs, the speaker maintains
mainta a small form
factor, while delivering room filling sound with impressive bass extension.

Designed in Denmark
Just like everything Argon Audio makes, the FORTE A55 is designed and engineered in Denmark with careful
attention to detail. The front fabric is magnetically attached, giving it a beautiful look when the grilles
grill are removed.
Stylish silver or cobber rings around the drivers adds the finishing touch.
Versatile connectivity with a retro
retr touch
Listening to your favorite music is made easy thanks to built in Bluetooth supporting aptX and AAC
A for high quality
wireless streaming. Two optical inputs for TV’s and streamers supporting high-res
high res audio up to 24-bit/96kHz
24
can be
found on the back alongside a analogue line input and a high quality phono input for easy connection to any
turntable. There’s also a subwoofer output if even more bass is desired.
Advanced technology
Utilizing an advanced digital sound processing (DSP) with active crossover, the mid/bass woofers and tweeters has
their own dedicated amplifiers. A new custom engineered bass driver with a 2-layer
2 layer cone delivers price class leading
performance with ultra low distortion in the critical midrange. All of this is housed in a stylish
stylis cabinet that has been
designed using advanced computer models featuring an acoustic flow resistor between the two woofers that

eliminates standing wave resonances. Combined with careful
careful tuning and consideration the result is an open and
crisp soundstage with well defined bass that delivers punch no matter the volume.

Pricing and availability
Argon Audio FORTE A55 is available from
rom November 22 at argonaudio.com and HiFi Klubben at 8498 NOK for a pair.
First orders will be shipped on November 22.
A 5 meter cable for use between the speakers is included while longer versions are sold separately.
Visit the product page here
Want to learn more about the technology behind the FORTE A55? Download the whitepaper

About Argon Audio
Argon Audio is a Danish audio company founded 20 years ago with a clear goal, to deliver high quality products at
value-for-money
money prices. Everything is designed and engineered in Denmark and carefully tuned to deliver a level of
performance that punches above their respective price classes. Today, Argon Audio makes products in a variety of
categories, from speakers, amplifiers, turntables, headphones, radios and streamers. All products come with 3 years
of warranty.
In April of 2019, Argon Audio launched their web shop, offering free delivery to all countries within the EU (and
Norway).Today the products are available in 28 countries via our web shop and local retailers, with more
m
to come.
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